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Are you excited about planning your next trip?Do you want to try something new?Would you

like some guidance from a local?If you answered yes to any of these questions, then this

Greater Than a Tourist book is for you.Greater Than A Tourist by Alex Clennon offers the inside

scoop on Jamaica. Most travel books tell you how to sightsee. Although there's nothing wrong

with that, as a part of the Greater than a Tourist series, this book will give you tips from

someone who lives at your next travel destination. In these pages, you'll discover local advice

that will help you throughout your trip.Travel like a local. Slow down and get to know the people

and the culture of a place. By the time you finish this book, you will be eager and prepared to

travel to your next destination.This ebook includes the full text plus bonus content of the book

“50 Things to Know About Packing Light for Travel: Pack the Right Way Every time” by

Manidipa Bhattacharyya.

"Kennedy Ryan is one of the finest romance writers of our age, and she offers readers another

marquee title with Reel."-- Entertainment Weekly "Reel is alive and pulsing like a beating heart.

This romance is a triumph of art and emotion." - Talia Hibbert, New York Times bestselling

author "A sweeping love story for the ages, an absolute masterpiece that blew me away. The

characters burrowed straight into my heart and imprinted on my soul and the love I

experienced vicariously will remain there, always. BEAUTIFUL. EPIC. Breathtaking. I feel so

moved by this unforgettable story. I felt Kennedy's heart and soul dripping from every page.

This is an important book and shows what romance can be at its best." - Lauren Rowe, USA

Today bestselling author "A gorgeous, brilliant, transporting book. Reading it felt like being

inside two incredible films. Kennedy says so much about work and family and how we fight and

I loved every page" -- Kate Clayborne, Award-Winning Author of Love At First "Kennedy writes

these gripping, touching, romantic, transportive books every single time. Reel is perfect-- a

shimmering look into Hollywood, family, history, and love." -- Denise Williams, Author of How to

Fail At Flirting "Emotional, layered, sexy, and deeply satisfying, with stunning prose and a

sweeping storyline, REEL is everything that has Kennedy Ryan fans devouring her books. I'm

greedy for the next installment in this series." -- Lexi Ryan, New York Times bestselling

author "Bravo! Engrossing, lyrical, innovative writing. Two love stories in one. A true literary

audio experience!" -- Alexandria House, Ebook Tops & Audible bestselling author "REEL

marries the world of modern Black Hollywood and the Black Renaissance, and the union

provides a setting for a gorgeous, passionate, sometimes heartbreaking and utterly

breathtaking romance. Kennedy Ryan never fails to mine the human experience in a way that

unearths a triumphant treasure that uplifts the spirit even as it feeds every fantasy of falling in

messy, painful but joyful love in a life that is far from perfect but is very, very real. Readers,

prepare yourself! REEL is yet another masterpiece from Kennedy Ryan." -- Naima Simone,

USA Today Bestselling author "This extraordinary story left me in raptures and deeply in love

with the entire cast of characters. Reel is romance at its most sublime and is my top read of the

year! Bravo!"-- Dylan Allen, Wall Street Journal Bestselling Author "... when I say I loved this

story I mean I LOVED THIS STORY. Ryan is a poet and a master of world building; being able

to immerse myself into her world of Reel was a privilege. This story will stay with me forever

and I am so grateful. -- Smutty Feminst "Reel's canvas is lush with political history, social

commentary, racial injustice, art and in signature Kennedy Ryan fashion, inescapable love. The



feelings between her hero and heroine take the listener on a desperate journey that makes us

hold our collective breaths and our hearts skip a beat until the watercolors take shape. And

what a beautiful picture it is."--Shanell, Diem's Diamonds "I fully expect Reel to be included in

the best books of the year, and it'll deserve to be there. It's a fantastic beginning to what I can

only expect will be a career-defining series for Kennedy." - Jacinta Howard, Ebook Tops

bestselling author "Reel is all the things you expect from a Ryan book, a fantastically curated

plot with a rich and illustrious story, mesmerizing words and characters that evoke so many

emotions." - 4 The Love of Books "Amazing, epic, beyond perfect, I have no words, this book

is EVERYTHING, Kennedy Ryan gives us her best work to date, she definitely set a bar too

high, my heart is overflowed with feelings, a top read 2021!" - When Vane Reads "Kennedy

Ryan's novels are the epitome of class and grace with a powerhouse of a story that packs a

huge punch. In Reel, Ryan is nothing short of astounding. You will desperately fall head over

heels in love with Neevah and Canon and their incomparable love story." - Bookgasms Book

Blog "Reel is hands down a beautiful love story. It is spectacular, emotional and just

fanfreakingtastic!!" - Deanna Pink Lady "Reel is easily one of my top reads of this year.

Neevah and Canon owned it for me." - The Modern Muse Reads "Kennedy Ryan's work is

completely outside the box every damn time. And I'm always here for it. She creates these

entire worlds that you can't help but submerge yourself in and obsess over. You think about it

for days, weeks, and sometimes years later." - Lulu's Library "Talk about chills. This is a true

masterpiece that hits so many topics within the screenplay written in the book and the storyline

between Canon and Neevah." - It's Gotta be the Books "Wow what a beautifully written story.

Kennedy Ryan is truly in a class of her own, her ability to weave a story is unmatched and she

deserves every bit of praise she's going to receive for this gorgeous romance." - Romance

Reviewed "Reel was absolutely breathtaking and took me on an inspirational, emotional, and

unforgettable journey. I laughed, I cried, and I swooned from beginning to end, and couldn't

have loved this book more." - The Romance Bibliophile "This epic romance is made for

Hollywood. Reel wasn't just about movie reel; it was REAL REAL! There was real history and

unstoppable chemistry in this sizzling sexy and heartfelt romance." - Kindle Crack Book

Reviews "Mediocrity doesn't exist in Kennedy Ryan's dictionary! It's incredible what a

difference this author makes by writing her evocative novels. Love stories for the ages, raising

awareness of important issues, addressing relevant topics and beautiful storytelling - her books

are food not only for the soul but also for the mind. Reel is art." - Little Steamy Reads "This is

an epic love story. Loved it. Amazing." - Randi_Reads About the AuthorA RITA(R) Award

Winner, USA Today and Wall Street Journal bestselling author, Kennedy Ryan writes for

women from all walks of life, empowering them and placing them firmly at the center of each

story and in charge of their own destinies. Her heroes respect, cherish and lose their minds for

the women who capture their hearts. Kennedy and her writings have been featured in Chicken

Soup for the Soul, USA Today, Entertainment Weekly, Glamour, Cosmo, TIME, O Mag and

many others. She has a passion for raising Autism awareness.The co-founder of LIFT 4

Autism, an annual charitable book auction, she has appeared on Headline News, Montel

Williams, NPR and other media outlets as an advocate for ASD families. She is a wife to her

lifetime lover and mother to an extraordinary son. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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9781549687792 BOOK DESCRIPTION Are you excited about planning your next trip? Do

you want to try something new? Would you like some guidance from a local? If you answered

yes to any of these questions, then this Greater Than a Tourist book is for you. Greater Than A

Tourist by Alex Clennon offers the inside scoop on Jamaica. Most travel books tell you how to

sightsee. Although there's nothing wrong with that, as a part of the Greater than a Tourist

series, this book will give you tips from someone who lives at your next travel destination. In

these pages, you'll discover local advice that will help you throughout your trip. Travel like a

local. Slow down and get to know the people and the culture of a place. By the time you finish

this book, you will be eager and prepared to travel to your next destination. TABLE OF

CONTENTS BOOK DESCRIPTIONTABLE OF CONTENTSDEDICATIONFROM THE

PUBLISHERWELCOME TO > TOURISTINTRODUCTION1. Learn About The Great Bob

Marley2. Eating Ackee & Saltfish3. Enjoy Live Music Under The Stars4. Visit A Bar In The

Middle Of The Sea5. Going To Craft Markets6. Driving In Jamaica7. Getting Around In

Jamaica8. Beware Of The Men In Jamaica9. Eat Natural Farm Grown Food In The Blue

Mountains10. Eat Ice Cream At Devon House11. Getting Your Fruits & Vegetables in

Jamaica12. Sing Kareoke Style At Jojos13. Visit LifeYard14. Listen To Dub Music Under The

Stars At Dub Club15. Getting Weed In Jamaica16. Drink World Famous Blue Mountain

Coffee17. Go Snorkeling18. Taco Tuesday at Chilitos19. Eat Fish At Gloria’s20. Travel From

City to City in Style21. Eat Jerk Chicken22. Hike The Blue Mountains23. Go To Oktoberfest in

Jamaica24. Do Yoga At TrueSelf Center of Being25. Party at Dream Week In Negril26. Have A

Relaxing Day At Hope Gardens27. Understanding Jamaican Music28. Pride In Jamaica29.

Watch The ISSA Boys/Girls Championships30. Watch Usain Bolt Train31. Bacchanaal

Fridays32. Get Painted And Drunk At Jouvert33. ‘Jump Carnival’ In Jamaica34. Visit Nanny

Falls35. Surf In St. Thomas36. View Art At The Jamaica Biennial Art Show37. Take A Swim At

The Longboarder Beach Bar38. Adventure By The Beach On Palisadoes Road39. Party On

Heroes Weekend40. Customer Service In Jamaica41. Going To A ‘Dance’ In Jamaica42. Watch

The Sunset At Rick’s Cafe43. Eat At Evita’s Italian Restaurant44. Chase Waterfalls At Blue

Hole45. Enjoy Reggae Sumfest46. Run In Negril’s Reggae Marathon47. Do Karaoke At

Ocean’s 1148. Visit The Emancipation Park49. Eat Authentic Jamaican Jerk At Scotchies50.

Visit The Accompong Maroon Festival> TOURISTOur StoryNotes50 Things to Know About

Packing Light for TravelRead other Greater Than a Tourist BooksDEDICATION This book is

dedicated to Isabel; my partner in life and love.ABOUT THE AUTHOR Alex Clennon is a



motorcycle riding free spirit who was born and raised in Kingston Jamaica. Alex has an

extraordinary passion for freedom and her main goal in life is to encourage people to abandon

the confines of ordinary life and join her on the quest for the extraordinary. Alex believes that

the human race is a remarkable species.We weren’t meant to be content.We were meant to be

happy.HOW TO USE THIS BOOK The Greater Than a Tourist book series was written by

someone who has lived in an area for over three months. The goal of this book is to help

travelers either dream or experience different locations by providing opinions from a local. The

author has made suggestions based on their own experiences. Please do your own research

before traveling to the area in case the suggested places are unavailable. FROM THE

PUBLISHER Traveling can be one of the most important parts of a person’s life. The

anticipation and memories that you have are some of the best. As a publisher of the Greater

Than a Tourist book series, as well as the popular 50 Things to Know book series, we strive to

help you learn about new places, spark your imagination, and inspire you. Wherever you are

and whatever you do I wish you safe, fun, and inspiring travel. Lisa Rusczyk Ed. D. CZYK

PublishingWELCOME TO > TOURISTINTRODUCTION Jamaica is a small island which can be

described as the centre of the Caribbean. Jamaica is home to a variety of people with one

shared heritage, hence our motto is ‘Out of many; one people’.Jamaica is divided into 14

parishes with each parish having its own unique qualities which need to be witnessed. The

most popular parishes are Kingston & St. Andrew, St. James, Westmoreland, St. Ann and

Portland. These parishes have a wide array of things that must be seen if you visit

Jamaica.The information contained in this book is invaluable if you wish to have an

authentically Jamaican experience during your stay here, the real tourist attractions are fun

and interesting, but the heart of Jamaica is even more remarkable to experience. 1. Learn

About The Great Bob Marley Bob Marley might be the most popular Jamaican to have ever

lived. He died in 1981 and his music is still played worldwide. Whether you’re a huge fan or not

should not hinder your interest in learning about such a positively influential person.The three

main places where information can be garnered on this award winning Reggae icon are the

Bob Marley Museum, the Trench Town Culture Yard and his former childhood home in Nine

Miles St. Ann. 2. Eating Ackee & Saltfish Ackee and saltfish is the national dish of Jamaica and

it is the national dish for a reason. It is delicious! I know I might be biased because I am

Jamaican, but I’ve watched people from Germany, USA, Switzerland, Trinidad and even Fiji

come to Jamaica and fall in love with this dish.Ackee is a yellow fruit, which is stored in a pod.

It is dangerous to eat it if the pod isn’t naturally opened. Saltfish is as the name suggests, a

salty type of fish. The two are sautéed together in a melting pot of goodness! It is served with

dumplings, yam, banana and other ground provisions and it can be bought at any shop or

restaurant that sells Jamaican food. My recommendation is Juicy Patties. A chain of

restaurants found island wide that sell really delicious Jamaican foods.3. Enjoy Live Music

Under The Stars Once I’m in Kingston, there is one place you will find me every Thursday

night; Jammin’ at the Springs. Located at the Constant Spring Golf Club, this jam session offers

musical magic, alcohol and stars.People from all around Jamaica who play different

instruments, sing, rap, whatever your musical talent might be, come here to showcase their

talent. It’s a free event, you just come and enjoy the ambiance support the local talent. The

best part about it is that performances aren’t limited to the local talents. If you want to show off

your voice or your guitar skills, then step up on the stage and show us what you got!4. Visit A

Bar In The Middle Of The Sea 

29. Watch The ISSA Boys/Girls Championships30. Watch Usain Bolt Train31. Bacchanaal



Fridays32. Get Painted And Drunk At Jouvert33. ‘Jump Carnival’ In Jamaica34. Visit Nanny

Falls35. Surf In St. Thomas36. View Art At The Jamaica Biennial Art Show37. Take A Swim At

The Longboarder Beach Bar38. Adventure By The Beach On Palisadoes Road39. Party On

Heroes Weekend40. Customer Service In Jamaica41. Going To A ‘Dance’ In Jamaica42. Watch

The Sunset At Rick’s Cafe43. Eat At Evita’s Italian Restaurant44. Chase Waterfalls At Blue

Hole45. Enjoy Reggae Sumfest46. Run In Negril’s Reggae Marathon47. Do Karaoke At

Ocean’s 1148. Visit The Emancipation Park49. Eat Authentic Jamaican Jerk At Scotchies50.

Visit The Accompong Maroon Festival> TOURISTOur StoryNotes50 Things to Know About

Packing Light for TravelRead other Greater Than a Tourist BooksDEDICATION This book is

dedicated to Isabel; my partner in life and love.ABOUT THE AUTHOR Alex Clennon is a

motorcycle riding free spirit who was born and raised in Kingston Jamaica. Alex has an

extraordinary passion for freedom and her main goal in life is to encourage people to abandon

the confines of ordinary life and join her on the quest for the extraordinary. Alex believes that

the human race is a remarkable species.We weren’t meant to be content.We were meant to be

happy.HOW TO USE THIS BOOK The Greater Than a Tourist book series was written by

someone who has lived in an area for over three months. The goal of this book is to help

travelers either dream or experience different locations by providing opinions from a local. The

author has made suggestions based on their own experiences. Please do your own research

before traveling to the area in case the suggested places are unavailable. FROM THE

PUBLISHER Traveling can be one of the most important parts of a person’s life. The

anticipation and memories that you have are some of the best. As a publisher of the Greater

Than a Tourist book series, as well as the popular 50 Things to Know book series, we strive to

help you learn about new places, spark your imagination, and inspire you. Wherever you are

and whatever you do I wish you safe, fun, and inspiring travel. Lisa Rusczyk Ed. D. CZYK

PublishingWELCOME TO > TOURISTINTRODUCTION Jamaica is a small island which can be

described as the centre of the Caribbean. Jamaica is home to a variety of people with one

shared heritage, hence our motto is ‘Out of many; one people’.Jamaica is divided into 14

parishes with each parish having its own unique qualities which need to be witnessed. The

most popular parishes are Kingston & St. Andrew, St. James, Westmoreland, St. Ann and

Portland. These parishes have a wide array of things that must be seen if you visit

Jamaica.The information contained in this book is invaluable if you wish to have an

authentically Jamaican experience during your stay here, the real tourist attractions are fun

and interesting, but the heart of Jamaica is even more remarkable to experience. 1. Learn

About The Great Bob Marley Bob Marley might be the most popular Jamaican to have ever

lived. He died in 1981 and his music is still played worldwide. Whether you’re a huge fan or not

should not hinder your interest in learning about such a positively influential person.The three

main places where information can be garnered on this award winning Reggae icon are the

Bob Marley Museum, the Trench Town Culture Yard and his former childhood home in Nine

Miles St. Ann. 2. Eating Ackee & Saltfish Ackee and saltfish is the national dish of Jamaica and

it is the national dish for a reason. It is delicious! I know I might be biased because I am

Jamaican, but I’ve watched people from Germany, USA, Switzerland, Trinidad and even Fiji

come to Jamaica and fall in love with this dish.Ackee is a yellow fruit, which is stored in a pod.

It is dangerous to eat it if the pod isn’t naturally opened. Saltfish is as the name suggests, a

salty type of fish. The two are sautéed together in a melting pot of goodness! It is served with

dumplings, yam, banana and other ground provisions and it can be bought at any shop or

restaurant that sells Jamaican food. My recommendation is Juicy Patties. A chain of

restaurants found island wide that sell really delicious Jamaican foods.3. Enjoy Live Music



Under The Stars Once I’m in Kingston, there is one place you will find me every Thursday

night; Jammin’ at the Springs. Located at the Constant Spring Golf Club, this jam session offers

musical magic, alcohol and stars.People from all around Jamaica who play different

instruments, sing, rap, whatever your musical talent might be, come here to showcase their

talent. It’s a free event, you just come and enjoy the ambiance support the local talent. The

best part about it is that performances aren’t limited to the local talents. If you want to show off

your voice or your guitar skills, then step up on the stage and show us what you got!4. Visit A

Bar In The Middle Of The Sea 

DEDICATION This book is dedicated to Isabel; my partner in life and love.ABOUT THE

AUTHOR Alex Clennon is a motorcycle riding free spirit who was born and raised in Kingston

Jamaica. Alex has an extraordinary passion for freedom and her main goal in life is to

encourage people to abandon the confines of ordinary life and join her on the quest for the

extraordinary. Alex believes that the human race is a remarkable species.We weren’t meant to

be content.We were meant to be happy.HOW TO USE THIS BOOK The Greater Than a

Tourist book series was written by someone who has lived in an area for over three months.

The goal of this book is to help travelers either dream or experience different locations by

providing opinions from a local. The author has made suggestions based on their own

experiences. Please do your own research before traveling to the area in case the suggested

places are unavailable. FROM THE PUBLISHER Traveling can be one of the most important

parts of a person’s life. The anticipation and memories that you have are some of the best. As

a publisher of the Greater Than a Tourist book series, as well as the popular 50 Things to

Know book series, we strive to help you learn about new places, spark your imagination, and

inspire you. Wherever you are and whatever you do I wish you safe, fun, and inspiring

travel. Lisa Rusczyk Ed. D. CZYK PublishingWELCOME TO >

TOURISTINTRODUCTION Jamaica is a small island which can be described as the centre of

the Caribbean. Jamaica is home to a variety of people with one shared heritage, hence our

motto is ‘Out of many; one people’.Jamaica is divided into 14 parishes with each parish having

its own unique qualities which need to be witnessed. The most popular parishes are Kingston

& St. Andrew, St. James, Westmoreland, St. Ann and Portland. These parishes have a wide

array of things that must be seen if you visit Jamaica.The information contained in this book is

invaluable if you wish to have an authentically Jamaican experience during your stay here, the

real tourist attractions are fun and interesting, but the heart of Jamaica is even more

remarkable to experience. 1. Learn About The Great Bob Marley Bob Marley might be the

most popular Jamaican to have ever lived. He died in 1981 and his music is still played

worldwide. Whether you’re a huge fan or not should not hinder your interest in learning about

such a positively influential person.The three main places where information can be garnered

on this award winning Reggae icon are the Bob Marley Museum, the Trench Town Culture Yard

and his former childhood home in Nine Miles St. Ann. 2. Eating Ackee & Saltfish Ackee and

saltfish is the national dish of Jamaica and it is the national dish for a reason. It is delicious! I

know I might be biased because I am Jamaican, but I’ve watched people from Germany, USA,

Switzerland, Trinidad and even Fiji come to Jamaica and fall in love with this dish.Ackee is a

yellow fruit, which is stored in a pod. It is dangerous to eat it if the pod isn’t naturally opened.

Saltfish is as the name suggests, a salty type of fish. The two are sautéed together in a melting

pot of goodness! It is served with dumplings, yam, banana and other ground provisions and it

can be bought at any shop or restaurant that sells Jamaican food. My recommendation is Juicy

Patties. A chain of restaurants found island wide that sell really delicious Jamaican foods.3.



Enjoy Live Music Under The Stars Once I’m in Kingston, there is one place you will find me

every Thursday night; Jammin’ at the Springs. Located at the Constant Spring Golf Club, this

jam session offers musical magic, alcohol and stars.People from all around Jamaica who play

different instruments, sing, rap, whatever your musical talent might be, come here to showcase

their talent. It’s a free event, you just come and enjoy the ambiance support the local talent.

The best part about it is that performances aren’t limited to the local talents. If you want to

show off your voice or your guitar skills, then step up on the stage and show us what you got!

4. Visit A Bar In The Middle Of The Sea Located in St. Elizabeth, Pelican’s bar is literally

nestled 20 minutes from the shore in the ocean. On any given day you’ll find a number of locals

and tourists alike hanging around on the deck, listening to Reggae music and swimming

around and under the bar.It is truly a relaxing and remarkable atmosphere to be able to drink

and listen to reggae music in the middle of the ocean.5. Going To Craft Markets Craft markets

feature the creative works of locals. All types of Jamaican, African or otherwise creative pieces

can be purchased here. From sculptures, paintings, t shirts and towels, to key chains, jewelry

and various Rastafari themed memorabilia, items found at craft markets make for great

souvenirs.Beware of the prices. The locals can smell tourists from a mile away and the often

hike up the prices in an effort to exploit your ignorance as it relates to reasonable prices.

Always try to bargain with the seller and tell them that it is too expensive. They will ALWAYS

rather to sell the item for a cheap price than not sell it all.6. Driving In Jamaica Jamaican driver

are notorious for their driving skills. If you’re not used to the conditions of the roads in Jamaica

or the expertise of the unruly Jamaican drivers, then it is not advised that you drive

here.Jamaican drivers, especially taxi men seldom obey rules and do as they please on the

roads. As for the conditions of the roads, that’s another story. There are several ‘potholes’ all

over the roads. I usually have to change at least one or two tyres a year due to potholes. Some

roads however are immaculate but the truth is most roads have some form of pothole. If you’re

driving on a mountain or in the country, in addition to finding potholes you may find that the

roads are very narrow. In short, beware of driving in Jamaica.7. Getting Around In

Jamaica There are other ways to get around except for driving. If you insist on driving car rental

is expensive. It is however cheaper if you look in the Jamaica Gleaner Classifieds section to

find persons renting automobiles.If you don’t want to drive you can choose from either a bus,

chartered taxi or route taxi. Route taxis and buses are very cheap but not very nice, however a

lot of tourists enjoy it because the bus rides are somewhat exciting with lively conductors and

dancehall music blaring. Route taxis and buses travel down the most popular routes. If you

need a route taxi to go off route you can pay them an extra $50JMD which is

about .5USD.There are two types of buses. Coaster buses as they are called and the JUTC

buses. JUTC stands for Jamaica Urban Transit Company, these are the official buses of the

government. They are cheap and some are very nice, but some are not so nice. The coaster

buses are the same price but most of them are not very luxurious but they are extremely lively

and you’re sure to meet interesting characters who want to know everything about where you

are from and you will find it interesting to get to know them. The coaster buses and route taxis

run all over the island but the JUTC buses only run in the urban areas such as Kingston, St.

Andrew and parts of  St, Catherine like Portmore.
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